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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

SCOTLAND’S CONSTRUCTION SECTOR INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM Jamie Pert of PERTBRUCE CONSTRUCTION LTD 

  

Economic impact of the sector  

1. How important is the construction sector in Scotland as an economic enabler? If 

possible, please provide evidence of knock-on multiplier impacts at local, regional 

and national levels, and explore the impact of the sector on national GDP 

performance.  

Construction Sector is very important as an economic enabler – housing targets 

require builders; investment by industry to expand property etc require builders; 

every aspect of our lives require builders to build new; refurbish / upgrade and 

maintain. 

 

2. What are the causes of the sector’s productivity challenges? Can you suggest 

possible solutions?  

Causes can be – weather related; working conditions; poor scope provision from 

consultants and clients; poor management from the constructor; unachievable 

programmes; an aging workforce; limited availability of trained labour 

Possible solutions – working with operatives on the ground to develop productivity 

targets that are fair and benefit the operative as well as the construction company 

whilst still ensuring acceptable quality of workmanship. Companies must build up 

strong trusting relationships with both suppliers and sub-contractors to ensure good 

service; Companies must work to develop caring, trusting and good relationships 

with ALL their direct employees and invest in the appropriate training. 

We need very clear scope of works at planning and design stages to ensure when 

the site team moves on to the site decisions have been made and the target is clear 

– lack of planning results in missing programmes and increased cost for all parties to 

a contract  

 

3. How effective is Scotland’s construction supply chain? Explore areas of gaps, 

duplication, etc.  

Scotland’s supply chain is relatively strong in that we appear to have many product 

suppliers/main contractors and sub-contractors – however there is a strong bias in 

the public sector towards the large national contractors which is eroding 

opportunities for SME’s resulting in a race to the bottom with many companies 

prepared to submit low tenders with minimal margin which can only end in failure 

with poor product and low returns eventually forcing many out of business – this in 

turn will erode the number of players left in the industry at both national and local 
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level which can affect future ability to provide the appropriate services when the 

economy improves. 

 

 

4. What is the future economic outlook and implications of Brexit on the sector? 

So many mixed messages coming from the political arena which damages 

confidence and trust in government leaving the industry unsure where we will end up 

when Brexit actually occurs – however the industry is used to adapting to change 

and difficult trading circumstances and as such we will continue to find a way to 

succeed whatever the circumstances. 

 

5. The UK Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund and the linked Sector Deal for 

construction aim to address issues such as improving procurement practices, skills, 

exports and innovation. How do these impact on Scotland?  

           The current procurement systems are not fit for purpose and limit rather than 

encourage SME’s which are the lifeblood of the industry. They are currently stifling 

fair opportunity and putting too much work in one direction which has been proved 

with disastrous consequences to the public sector with the demise of Carillion. 

We are not sure what The UK Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund does? And based 

on the fact we had never heard of them their impact on Scotland would appear to be 

minimal. 

PFI projects appear to be inherently flawed resulting in poor quality workmanship      

( as described in the Edinburgh Schools rep[ort on the collapsed walling etc); also 

the facility funding model following construction appears to be a costly uncontrolled 

financial burden on the public purse.  

 

Access to finance  

6. What are the sources of and barriers to accessing finance in the sector? We would 

welcome perspectives from all sizes of businesses from micro through to Tier 1.  

Since 2008 banks have been very reticent to lend to the construction industry and 

take a very general view on lending rather than considering each request on a case 

by case basis. As a result, this limits SME’s in land purchase and investment and it is 

very clear from recent national statistics that SME’s are building far fewer houses 

than 10 years ago which again is limiting supply. 

Why doesn’t the Govt develop the National bank to be open for business to the 

construction industry and find ways of supporting good initiatives on an individual 

basis rather than assuming all proposals must be considered using the same 

parameters. 
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7. What are your views on payment terms and payment behaviours across the sector?  

DISGRACEFUL and UNACCEPTABLE if the INDUSTRY is to be considered 

VALUABLE to a MODERN VIBRANT ECONOMY – the industry has tolerated 

damaging payment terms from the larger national contractors and clients for too long 

and the situation is unsustainable – it now seems the norm that many large 

contractors exploit payment terms in excess of 60 days – why? Retention at 5%and 

3% is also withheld – construction being one of the only industries to utilise this 

draconian measure. Why not look at some form of insurance rather than retention – 

PertBruce are a construction company with a turnover in excess of £10 million and 

currently our retention monies stand at £400,000 on live and completed contracts, 

monies that we could be utilising within our business.  

Companies who fail to pay within contractual limits which are normally 14 days from 

issue of certificate or 30 days at the latest should be automatically forced to pay 

interest – we need to find a way of ensuring that companies do not use the 

construction industry as an alternative form of ‘banking’  

We must get Clients / Main contractors out of the assumption that retentions 

and delaying payments are the norm. 

 

8. How effective is the financial management of large scale infrastructure projects and 

the mechanisms used e.g. project bank accounts?  

To date we have never been involved with Project Bank Accounts and we would 

view these as an assist to protecting retentions but certainly not as a long-term 

solution to the problem as it still doesn’t alleviate the problem for contractors of 

monies belonging to them but lying dormant in a separate, inaccessible account. 

  

Financial management of large scale infrastructure projects seems questionable 

based on current examples such as the Aberdeen peripheral route. Too much risk 

seems to be placed on the contractor. 

 

Skills  

9. Do the sector’s skills planning model allow it to realise its full potential, in terms of 

attracting talent, meeting skill shortages, preparing for technological change? 

We still appear to have a problem in attracting the right calibre of individual to the 

industry – schools still appear to treat a trade as a last resort (go to University first 

seems to be the goal) We need to put far more onus and credibility to SVQ’s and to 

the tradespeople who produce our built environment – we undervalue the trades. 

Embracing technology is essential to the industry – this can assist in all aspects of 

planning and managing projects and to storing information that supports our quality 

systems and limits unnecessary corrective actions.   
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10. How does Scotland’s apprenticeship system contribute to the sector? Is it doing 

enough to meet equality challenges in the sector?  

The lack of females within the industry particularly at project management level 

would seem to suggest we are not meeting the challenge. We need to break down 

the macho male view that persists within the industry. 

The Scottish Building Apprenticeship & Training Council (SBATC) provides a very 

strong and highly regarded training for our trades and in future we shouldn’t be 

looking at diluting the SVQ level 3 although consideration to lesser levels of 

qualification to meet changing building practices may be suitable they cannot be 

perceived as equal to the level 3 scheme and shouldn’t be seen as an acceptable 

substitute to a fully trained traditional craft operative.  

 

Procurement   

11. How do public procurement practices and procedures impact on the sector?  

Current procurement practices coming from Central Government utilising the 

Scottish Futures Trust to develop the HUB initiative and National Frameworks is 

proving extremely damaging to the industry in terms of removing layers of SME’s 

from the procurement process by wrapping up small projects into large National 

frameworks which are far more appetising to the Main National contractors a number 

of whom are proving to be unfit to carry out many of these jobs – this can be 

exemplified by the disaster of Carillion’s Collapse, the current predicament of 

Interserve and general margin problems facing many of the larger contractors. Many 

SME’s have lost access to public funded projects due to unfair procurement 

practices where PQQ’s are biased towards the large contractor who are blessed with 

the in-house department in place to complete these questionnaires. The   justification 

for inclusion on tender lists then becomes capability to complete paperwork rather 

than ability to carry out works. These PQQS are being evaluated by individuals who 

have no real understanding of the companies involved and have no justification in 

selection other than the written questionnaire ( no visits to candidates are carried out 

and many questions are open ended and subjective) Companies who provide 

significant community benefit and who are stalwarts of the communities they work in 

are being bypassed by the national management contractor who it is believed will 

come into the area and take on local contractors as tier 2 and 3 suppliers however 

this is a complete fallacy as many of these management companies are  only 

concerned in the bottom line , how they can achieve lowest prices and how can they 

delay payment. SME’s, in the main, are the major providers of apprenticeship 

training however they can only continue to provide this with sustainable workloads 

which at this moment in time tend not to be forthcoming. Many PQQs do not provide 

marks for the number of apprentices employed (therefore no gain to the 

conscientious apprentice training contractor!)  The procurement process is being 

further exacerbated by the introduction of procuring bodies such as LHC/Scottish 

Procurement Alliance; Scotland Excel; Crown Commercial Service(CCS) who 
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advertise public procurement opportunities of very sizeable value be it housing / 

public building refurbishment, minor works etc. These Companies give the 

perception that they are the bodies who will be issuing the workload – I would ask 

who is giving these Companies the authority and right to advertise these large 

workloads? Again, SME’s feel compelled to complete very cumbersome PQQs for 

fear of missing an opportunity – and even when being successful in the selection 

process with the aforementioned we often see no signs of the work load promised 

becoming live. 

Why are companies having to continually provide large reams of duplicate 

information to various bodies who all seem to be working for the government 

Why don’t the Government have their own national database of registered and 

approved contractors whereby all these contractors become part of the framework 

and work can be tendered on an area basis thereby ensuring value for the area and 

limiting unnecessary travel. 

We consider this a very damaging problem for SME’s and we are getting very clear 

signals in our dealings with the local authority and local housing Associations that 

many of these framework agreements do not provide value for money and many of 

these clients are dissatisfied with the product and the process. 

 

12. Do you have any suggestions on opportunities to enhance procurement practices 

across the sector? 

A national database of REGISTERED and APPROVED COMPANIES (many 

European countries operate a national register of approved construction companies) 

who should be utilised in all procurement opportunities – we shouldn’t be continually 

completing the same documentation /PQQS to different procuring bodies – this 

National body could then be visiting Companies to establish credibility and if their 

capabilities described in their documentation can be corroborated. There is too much 

dependency on the written word by individuals sitting in offices who should actually 

be encouraged/ obligated to go to the workface to determine what, in reality, 

happens on the job.  

 

Infrastructure investment   

13. Considering the national infrastructure construction pipeline, is the planned pipeline 

sufficient? And has the sector got to the ability to meet the country’s infrastructure 

needs to drive growth?  

Planned pipeline does not seem sufficient and the ability to budget and forward plan 

investment seems highly debateable. 
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Innovation   

14. What are your views on the Construction Scotland Innovation Centre?  

It’s not a centre we have had any dealings with  

 

15. Where are the opportunities for growth within sub-sectors, e.g. offsite construction?  

There must be many opportunities for off-site construction which need support to 

research and develop however the government must be careful not to throw monies 

at pie-in the sky concepts which are not sustainable and do not improve the built 

environment and are contrary to planning requirements. Timber frame is already a 

large part of the Scottish construction sector and more modular aspects must be 

suitable for the industry  

 

 

16. How will technological changes (e.g. robotics, automation) impact on the sector? 

How can Scotland take advantage of this change? 

Not sure where this will benefit – but would assume it will be in large tranches of 

work where the operation is copied.eg – large walls with repetitive operations; tower 

blocks etc. 

Don’t think this will be suitable in the renovation and upgrade sectors  

With the engineering skills, we have available through our universities we could 

assume that Scotland could be at the forefront of new technology – we just need to 

be able to embrace the opportunity. 

BIM is now firmly entrenched in the industry however it is vital that SME’s can be 

supported and trained to firstly understand the mechanics of BIM and then be 

supported in developing the use of BIM within their organisation. 

 

 


